DIY FABRIC SURGICAL MASK GUIDELINES

1. Fabric should be 100% cotton ONLY. We cannot accept masks made from other fabrics.
2. Fabric should be clean and in good condition in order to be protective.
3. Fabric MUST be laundered in HOT water prior to sewing to prevent future shrinkage.
Please do not use scented soaps or fabric softeners.
4. Elastic should be in good shape, with plenty of stretch and of an appropriate size to fit
over the ears; 1/16” round cord or 1/8” braided work best. *Fabric ties can be
substituted for elastic.

Once your masks are complete please contact the Community Involvement department to make
arrangements for delivery.
For more information, email giving@harrishealth.org or call Jennifer Buck at 713-865-0476.

THANK YOU FOR KEEPING OUR HEALTHCARE WORKERS SAFE!

harrishealth.org

DIY FABRIC SURGICAL MASK INSTRUCTIONS
Materials
 15.5x8.5” piece of 100% cotton fabric, tightly woven
 2- 7” pieces of 1/8" elastic

Tools





sewing machine and thread
scissors
ruler
sewing pins or clips

Instructions
1. Sew the top side, with pocket
Fold the fabric in half, with the right sides facing each other. Sew along the 8.5″ width
edge, using a 3/8″ seam allowance. Leave a 2” opening in the center of this seam to
create an opening for the filter pocket (optional), and to allow the mask to be turned right
side out after sewing.
Optionally, topstitch: Press the seam open. Turn the mask right side out, and topstitch
along both sides of the seam for a neater edge. Turn the mask wrong side out.
2. Pin Elastic
Pin one piece of elastic to the top and bottom of the short side of the fabric rectangle to
create an ear loop. Place the elastic 1/2“ from the top and bottom edge of the fabric.
Repeat this process on the opposite side.
3. Sew the Sides
Sew the sides of the facemask. Backstitch over the elastic to secure it. Turn the mask
right side out and press with an iron.
4. Sew the Pleats
Create three evenly spaced 1/2” pleats. Pin the folds in place, and sew along the sides.
Making sure all pleats are facing the same direction.
Note: When the mask is worn, the pleats should open downwards to prevent any
particles from collecting in the fold pockets. Filters can be added to the inside pocket or
worn without.
A special thank you to SarahMaker.com for publishing this free pattern!
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